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This paper presents a deflectometric technique to measure the power of an ophthalmic lens as perceived
by the user. It is based on a calibrated camera acting as a pinhole in order to measure ray deflection along
the same path as the visual axis when the lens is held in front of the eye. We have analyzed numerically
the accuracy of our technique, and it has been compared experimentally with a commercial “lens mapper”
and with the real user power calculated from the measured topography of the lens surfaces to state the
reliability and accuracy of the presented technique. © 2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 120.2650, 110.2960, 150.6910.

1. Introduction

When an ophthalmic lens user looks through his eye-
glasses, we found the classical lens-rotation eye
scheme [1] depicted in Fig. 1. A small light bundle
coming from the object is refracted by the lens and
passes through the eye’s pupil (in this model, it is
customary to represent the rotating eye by a fixed pu-
pil located at the rotation center of the eye [1]). The
small size of the eye’s pupil (4–6 mm) compared to
the lens diameter, combined with the small size of
the foveal field of view of the human’s eye means that
all the light beams entering the eye for a given object
position go through a small patch of the lens surface
(surrounding the point at which the principal ray of
the bundle intercepts it). This fact is a key point in
the design of ophthalmic lenses, and it explains the
working principle of multifocal lenses based on non-
symmetric aspheric surfaces, such as the progressive

addition ones. In this context, the user power (power
perceived by the lens user) is defined as

Fu ¼ VB − VA; ð1Þ

where VA is the vergence of the beam coming from
the object, measured at the lens surface (see Fig. 1)
and VB is the vergence of the output beam at the
point B located at the so-called vertex sphere (a
sphere centered on the eye’s center of rotation that
passes by the lens back surface vertex). User power
is a parameter of paramount importance in ophthal-
mic lens design because it represents the true power
perceived by the user [1] and it allows a precise and
accurate description of the effect of the lens over the
user vision [1].

The user power of an ophthalmic lens cannot be
measured using a focimeter, whether it be an auto-
matic or manual one. In fact, there are important dif-
ferences between focimeter-measured power and
actual user power [1].
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Most ophthalmic lenses, either aspherical single
vision or aspherical progressive addition lenses, are
designed by optimizing the curvature distribution of
the aspherical surface. The power measured by stan-
dard lensmeters depends only on the curvatures of
the surfaces and on the lens thickness, as the ray
path of light source in these instruments is parallel
to the local normal vector of the back surface of the
lens at the measuring point. However, when the lens
is held in the wearing position, as in Fig. 1, the beam
no longer intersects the surfaces along the normal
direction, and the power must be computed with
Eq. (1). The situation, then, is that the nominal
power of the lens matches the lensmeter outcome,
but it does not match the power required by the user
(user power) [2,3]. During the past few years, new
manufacturing techniques have been developed for
the ophthalmic industry. In particular, the so-called
free-form generators may grind and polish a lens sur-
face with almost arbitrary shape and high accuracy.
This technology allows the production of unique as-
pheric surfaces for each user, taking into account the
prescription and the actual position of the lens with
respect to the eye. As a result, new lenses are being
optimized, trying to provide the right user power at
every sight direction. The main problem with these
lenses is that their power, as measured by a standard
lensmeter, does not match the nominal power (the
refractive error of the patient as measured in the
prescription room). Lens manufacturers are then
providing two different power values: the one that
is going to be measured with a lensmeter, and the
nominal power, which is supposed to match the user
power. The main problem is that currently, there are
no practical ways to measure the user power, and the
opticians and eye doctors lack convenient ways to as-
sess real lens performance.

Currently, there is a range of instruments able to
measure lens power over the whole extension of an
ophthalmic lens surface. These “power mappers”
provide the optician with a complete picture of the
power variation across the lens surface. However,
the power measured by these instruments is not the
true power experimented by the user—it is roughly

equivalent to the focimeter power [4–6]. There are
also some proposals for measuring the user power
of a lens with a standard lensmeter by rotating the
lens above the support of the lensmeter and scanning
through all the possible angular directions [3].
Although this procedure is theoretically valid, it re-
quires an impractical amount of time (more than an
hour for a medium density scan).

In this paper, a technique for measuring the user
power of an ophthalmic lens based on moiré deflec-
tometry is proposed. It is based on the simple deflec-
tometric technique proposed by Massig [7], using a
calibrated camera acting as a pinhole with the pro-
jection center of the camera precisely located at the
point, relative to the lens, at which the rotation cen-
ter of the eye should be. In this way, it is possible to
measure the ray deflections in the same operating
conditions as the user’s eye, and an approximation
of the user power can be derived from them, so a
map of the user power of the lens is obtained.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion, the theoretical basis of our method is given.
Afterward, we discuss the accuracy of our technique
and perform an empirical and numerical comparison
between our technique and a commercial lens map-
per based on classical deflectometry. Also, the true
user power is obtained for the tested lens and com-
pared with our results. Finally, conclusions are
drawn to finish the paper.

2. Measurement of Prismatic Power Perceived by the
Lens User

The pinhole model is a simple way to represent
the image forming properties of a camera by means
of a projective transform between two coordinate
systems [8,9]. In Fig. 2, we have represented the

Fig. 1. (Color online) Ophthalmic lens-rotating eye scheme. An
object O is observed through an ophthalmic lens by a rotating
eye, represented by a diaphragm located at the rotation center
of the eye, point C. The vertex sphere is also represented in this
picture.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Image formation by a pinhole camera. Ob-
ject point O is mapped onto an image point O0, defined by the in-
tersection of the principal ray (which passes through the projection
center C) with the CCD plane. Note that both the World Reference
System and the Camera Reference System have been represented
in this figure as W and C for its respective origins.
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two coordinate systems involved in a projective
transformation, theWorld Coordinate System (WCS)
and the Camera Coordinate System (CCS). Using
homogeneous coordinates [8], if the coordinates of
a given point (object point) in the WCS are M ¼
ðX ;Y ;Z; 1ÞT , the coordinates of the image point
(measured in the CCS) are m ¼ ðu; v; 1ÞT, with T
representing the transpose operator. According to
Zisserman [8], if the pure projective camera approx-
imation (ignoring the effects of image distortion)
holds, the coordinates of image and object point
are related through the following expression:
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where the first matrix of the right side of Eq. (2)
represents the so-called “intrinsic” [8] camera pa-
rameters (focals f X and f Y , and principal point coor-
dinates cX and cY in appropriate units). The second
matrix of the right side of Eq. (2) stands for the “ex-
trinsic” parameters given by a 3 × 3 rotation matrix
R, whose components are the rij coefficients of Eq. (1)
and a three-dimensional vector, t ¼ ð tX tY tZ ÞT .
These extrinsic parameters take into account the fact
that the orientation and location of the center of the
WCS and CCS are different (see Fig. 2). We have de-
noted by P the matrix resulting from the product of
these matrices, and it represents the action of the
projective camera [8] over the object points to get
the image ones (forward projection). Both the extrin-
sic and intrinsic camera parameters can be obtained
through a calibration procedure similar to the one
described by Zhang [9]. In this paper, we have used
the calibration technique employed by the Camera
Calibration Toolbox for MATLAB developed by Bou-
get [10]. As the Camera Calibration Toolbox allows
the correction of the lens distortions, we will suppose,
without loss of generality, that our calibrated cam-
eras are distortion-free and, consequently, the projec-
tive camera approximation holds.

If we have a calibrated camera, we can locate the
projection center of the camera exactly at the same
distance of the back lens surface of that occupied
by the rotation center of the eye. For this purpose,
we put three marks (aligned horizontally) on the
back lens surface with the known distances between.
If these marks are referred in the Camera Coordi-
nate System, Eq. (2) can be rewritten as
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where i ¼ ½1; 2; 3� labels the different marks, and
Mi

c ¼ ðXi
c;Yi

c;Zi
c; 1ÞT denotes the coordinates of

the ith mark, referred in the camera reference frame
[8,11]. As the distance between mark coordinates is
previously known and the distance between marks
can be obtained in the camera units, we can get from
Eq. (3) an overdetermined system with Zi

c being the
unknown variables. Moreover, as the lens is placed
with its optical axis parallel to that of the CCD cam-
era, we can consider that the value of the Zi

c coordi-
nate is approximately the same for all themarks, and
we can get its mean value Zc. Once we have obtained
the distance Zc between the camera projective center
and the back lens surface, it is possible to move the
lens closer or farther away with respect to the cam-
era in order to place it at user conditions.

The accurate location of the lens with respect to
the projection center of the CCD camera allows us
to measure the prismatic power in conditions close to
the real ones with a deflectometric technique based
on Massig’s [7]. In Fig. 3, the experimental setup em-
ployed is depicted. It consists of a flat screen and a
camera (characterized, in the pinhole model, by the
CCD plane and the projection center) connected to a
computer, and a lens holder placed between them in
such a way that the distance between the back vertex
of the lens and the projection center of the camera is
about 27 mm, so the projection center of the camera
lays exactly at the same location of the rotation
center of the eye.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Scheme of the experimental setup employed
to measure the prismatic power formed by a flat screen, a CCD
camera (modeled as a pinhole camera), and the lens to be mea-
sured. The World and Camera Reference Systems employed are
also depicted with points Wand C as the centers of these reference
systems, respectively.
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In order to apply our technique, it is necessary
to distinguish accurately between different object
points. This is achieved using a mixed gray-coding
and phase-shifting technique [11], so every object
point will be matched with two absolute phase values
½ΦX ;ΦY �, which are linearly related to WCS coordi-
nates X and Y of the object point (by definition, Z ¼
0 for every object point) as

ΦX ¼ 2π
pX

X ; ΦY ¼ 2π
pY

Y ; ð4Þ

where pX and pY are the horizontal and vertical per-
iods, respectively, of the sinusoidal fringe pattern
used in the phase-shifting technique [11].

The selected technique [11] for object labeling re-
quires the projection of 12 images (eight gray-coded
and four phase-shifted sinusoidal) in the screen for
each direction. The CCD camera captures these
images, and from them, we get two phase maps (in
camera coordinates), ΦXðu; vÞ and ΦYðu; vÞ. As the
phase maps referring to the WCS, ½ΦX ;ΦY � are line-
arly related to the WCS coordinates X and Y , it is
possible to use Eq. (4) to get the location of an
object point in the LCD screen (½X ;Y � coordinates)
from the measured CCS phase maps ΦXðu; vÞ and
ΦYðu; vÞ, with Z being coordinate zero for all the
object points [11].

In order to calculate the ray deviation, we have re-
presented in Fig. 4 the trajectory of a principal light
ray (contained in the plane defined in the CCS by
the Yc and Zc axes), which passes through the aper-
ture diaphragm of the optical system formed by the
ophthalmic lens and the pinhole camera (the pinhole
acts as the aperture diaphragm of the whole system).
The ray comes from the object point O, passes
through the lens by the point P, and impinges on

the image point O0 located at the CCD plane. This
image point is backprojected to the point O″ located
at the object plane. The component δY of the angular
deviation (prismatic effect) can be obtained from the
triangle formed by the pointsO, P, andO″ (see Fig. 4)
using the following expression:

δY ¼ tan
�
YO″ − YO

z

�
; ð5Þ

where YO and YO″ are the vertical coordinates of the
position vectors ofO andO″, respectively, and z is the
horizontal distance between the object plane and the
vertex of the back surface of the lens (see Fig. 4). Ob-
viously, Eq. (5) is an approximation of the true pris-
matic effect at point P, but it represents a good
estimation of the prismatic power perceived by the
lens user. For a general skew ray (not contained in
the YcZc plane), the prismatic effect components
are given by the following equations:

δX ¼ tan
�
XO″ − XO

z

�
; δY ¼ tan

�
YO″ − YO

z

�
:

ð6Þ

To get the coordinates ½XO;YO� and ½XO″;YO″�, it is
necessary to take two measurements. First, a mea-
surement is taken without the lens, so for each pixel
of the CCD camera, we get the coordinates ½XO″;YO″�
from the phase valuesΦXðu; vÞ andΦYðu; vÞ obtained
at this point, using Eq. (4). Note that, according to
Fig. 4, point O″ corresponds to the backprojection
of the image point O0. Therefore, when the ophthal-
mic lens is removed, the CCD camera forms the
image of O″ at the point O0, and the phase values
ΦXðu; vÞ and ΦYðu; vÞ corresponding to the pixel
ðu; vÞ of the camera are related to coordinates
½XO″

;YO″
� through Eq. (4). Afterward, we take a mea-

surement with the lens, and the coordinates ½XO;YO�
are obtained using the same procedure (because, in
this case, the system lens CCD camera forms the im-
age of point O at point O0 and the phase values mea-
sured at O0 correspond to the coordinates of O). To
calculate the prismatic power, it is necessary to know
the distance z between the screen and the lens. This
distance is obtained from the calibration data of the
CCD camera, because from these data, the location of
the screen referred to the CCS is extracted and re-
mains only to subtract the distance to the center
of rotation obtained previously (in our experiment,
27 mm) in order to get z. Once we get the prismatic
power by Eq. (5), it is easy to calculate an approxima-
tion of the user power by means of the local dioptric
power matrix [12,13] through the derivatives of de-
flections δX and δY . In the next section, we will test
the accuracy of the proposed technique both numeri-
cally and empirically.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Image formation from an ophthalmic lens,
plus a pinhole camera. Object point O is imaged onto the image
plane at O0, where the principal ray intercepts the CCD plane.
The backprojection of O0 gives the point O″ at the screen.
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3. Experimental Results

In order to check the accuracy of the proposed tech-
nique, we have performed first a numerical simu-
lation using Zemax, a commercial ray-tracing
software. We have simulated the optical system
formed by the ophthalmic lens (a monofocal one with
negative power) and the CCD objective (modeled as a
paraxial system formed by two thin lenses with the
same cardinal points as the real CCD objective em-
ployed in the experiment) in three configurations:
configuration A, with the entrance pupil of the cam-
era placed 27 mm behind the lens; configuration B,
with the projection center of the objective placed
27 mm behind the lens; and configuration C, with
the entrance pupil of the camera placed 60 mm be-
hind the lens [we could not further separate the CCD
from the lens without excessively limiting the field of
view—see Fig. 5(c)]. These configurations simulate:
the real prismatic effect in user’s condition (A), the
proposed technique (B), and Massig’s technique
(C). For the three configurations, the distance be-
tween screen and lens is the same (300 mm) in order
to show the effect of the relative location of the
ophthalmic lens and CCD in the measurement of
ray deflection. In Fig. 5, we can see the three config-

urations proposed and the ray-tracing through the
lens CCD objective system. The CCD objective has
been simulated as a paraxial system for two reasons:
1) in the pinhole model, the only relevant aberration
is distortion, but, as mentioned before, we can correct
distortion, so we may suppose, without loss of gener-
ality, that our objective is a paraxial one; and 2) for a
paraxial objective, the projection center could be
identified with the object nodal point [14], so we can
accurately locate this point 27 mm behind the lens.

In Table 1, the ray deviation calculated for a set of
object points contained in the YcZc plane, defined by
the field angles 0, 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, and 25° is pre-
sented. It should be noticed that, for the configura-
tion A, the ray deviation has been calculated as the
difference between the angles subtended by the prin-
cipal ray and the optical axis at the front and back
surface of the lens, respectively. To calculate the
ray deviation in the configurations B and C, we have
used Eq. (6), so we have determined the prismatic
power from the position of the object and image
points (calculated by the ray-tracing program).

As it can be seen in Table 1, the prismatic power
calculated using our technique is a better approxima-
tion of the actual prismatic power experienced by a
lens user than that calculated using Massig’s tech-
nique for high field angles, while in the paraxial
zone, the differences are about the same. Therefore,
it has been demonstrated that the relative distance
between the lens and the CCD objective has influ-
ence on the calculation of the prismatic effect, and
it should be taken into account in order to get a better
approximation of the lens user power.

The experimental results obtained are presented
in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), where we can see the prismatic
power maps obtained with our system for the central
zone of a standard progressive addition lens (about
�25° around the fitting cross, which marks the point
to be aligned with the center of the pupil in a stan-
dard fitting). We have employed a 15 in. LCD
monitor and a 2/3 in. CCD camera with a wide-field
objective (focal length 4:8 mm) with the distance be-
tween monitor and lens fixed at 300 mm. The field of
view of the system is enough for the measurement of
a cut spectacle lens for the standard frames used
currently, and it could be improved by changing

Fig. 5. (Color online) Ray-tracing drawings of the three config-
urations studied: (a) configuration A, with the objective entrance
pupil placed at the eye’s rotation center, (b) configuration B, with
the objective nodal point (space object) placed at the same point,
and (c) configuration C with the objective separated a greater dis-
tance from the lens.

Table 1. Prismatic Power (Ray Deviation) Both in Degrees and
Prismatic Diopters Calculated in Three Different Experimental

Configurations for the Lens–Camera Systema

ωOð°Þ δrealðΔÞ δapðΔÞ δMasðΔÞ δrealð°Þ δapð°Þ δMasð°Þ
5 1.15 0.77 1.43 0.66 0.44 0.82

10 2.32 1.47 2.95 1.33 0.84 1.69
15 3.57 2.48 4.71 2.04 1.42 2.70
20 4.90 3.86 6.83 2.81 2.21 3.92
25 6.36 5.43 – 3.64 3.11 –

aωO is the field angle subtended by the object, δreal is the actual
ray deviation perceived by the user, δap is the prismatic power es-
timated by the proposed technique, and δMas is the ray deviation
estimated by the Massig’s technique.
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the distance between lens and screen and/or using a
bigger LCD monitor. Measurement time, including
all the necessary computations, is slow compared
with commercial lens mappers (about 5 × min for
the lens), but it could be greatly reduced by some
improvements, such as triggered image adquisition,

compiled software, fewer measured points, and so on.
The corresponding sphere and cylinder power
maps are depicted in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), respectively.
In these plots, the typical features of a progressive
addition lens can be observed: the sphere power
progression down the lens [Fig. 6(c)], and the

Fig. 6. Prismatic power obtained in the (a) horizontal and (b) vertical directions using our technique for a progressive addition lens. Also
represented are the (c) spherical and (d) cylindrical power maps obtained from them.

Fig. 7. (a) Spherical and (b) cylindrical power maps of the same lens from Fig. 6, obtained using a lens mapper (Rotlex’s Class Plus).
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progressive corridor [Fig. 6(d)] formed by the dis-
tribution of cylindrical power by both sides of the
umbilical line [1].

In order to test the results obtained, we have first
measured the spherical and cylindrical power maps
of the test lens using a commercial lens mapper
(Class Plus from Rotlex [15]). These maps are shown
in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively. There is a good
quantitative agreement between the two spherical
power maps, while there are slight differences be-
tween the cylindrical power maps. As it is shown
in Fig. 6(d), the cylinder map obtained with the pro-
posed methods presents higher peak values than
those measured using the lensmapper. Moreover, the
shape of both maps is slightly different, as well. This
is something to be expected, as the cylinder perceived
by the user in the two lobes at both sides of the cor-
ridor is typically bigger than the values measured by
lensmeters or standard lens mappers [1].

Finally, we have measured the lens surfaces with a
mechanical profiler that directly measures sag
values with an accuracy of �0:2 μm, and we have
computed the true spherical and cylindrical power
as perceived by the lens user by means of exact
ray tracing. These maps are depicted in Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b). Again, we find a good agreement between
the power maps obtained with our method (note that,
in this case, the peak values and the shape of the
calculated cylindrical user power map are closer to
those obtained with our technique). Therefore, we
can conclude that with our technique, we can get a
good estimation of the spherical and cylindrical
power that is actually perceived by the lens user.

4. Conclusions

It is presented in this paper a deflectometric techni-
que to measure the ray deflection (prismatic power)
for an ophthalmic lens in conditions close to those
when the lens is actually used. In this way, we get
a good estimation of the prismatic power experimen-
ted by a lens wearer when looking through his eye-

glasses. The presented technique requires a simple
experimental setup (composed by an LCD screen
and a CCD camera), and it relies on the properties
of a calibrated camera to locate accurately the projec-
tion center of the camera in the same location as
that occupied by the rotation center of the eye when
the lens is actually used. In this way, we can assure
that the prismatic effect is measured in near-use
conditions.

In order to establish the difference between our
technique and similar deflectometric methods, we
have performed a simulation using a ray-tracing pro-
gram showing the dependence of the ray deflection
on the distance between lens and CCD camera, and
the importance of locating the projection center of the
camera in the exact location of the rotation center of
the eye in order to get the actual power perceived by
the user. We have also performed two experiments
comparing our method with a similar deflectometric
technique (a commercial lens mapper, in this case)
and calculating the actual user power of the mea-
sured lens. We have concluded from these experi-
ments that our technique provides us with a fair
estimation of the actual power perceived by the lens
user in true usage conditions.
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